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Forward
As part of the Graitec Powerpack for Advance Steel, Graitec have developed a series of additional tools to allow for
different variations to the standard out of the box tools. Areas of focus are the Standard railing, with its variations
on infill panels, picket placement method, combined the different types for ball post railings for industrial
applications.
To compliment the Railings, these also work with the Graitec Stair elements, although it is not necessary to use
these, as the railing can be modelled without need for a host object, just a series of points or a simple line.
For this document the focus will be upon the Standard Railing macro and its variations within that macro.

Installation
Please ensure that you have downloaded and installed the Powerpack from Graitec for Advance Steel. The control
of the option for Stairs and Railings is controlled by the license issued against the subscription level, should you have
any issues with this please reach out to your local Graitec Resource for advice.
Details of product downloads and installation guides can be found on the Graitec Advantage site, access is free and
allows access to all downloads and user materials.

Railing Tool Ribbon Location and Railings tool palette access.
Once the powerpack is install, a new Ribbon Tab will be present within the Standard ribbons of Advance steel, under
this ribbon, there is a panel ‘Create Macros’, within the panel is the ‘Stairs and Railing Vault’ command button.

Selecting the command button from the ribbon will open the Stairs and railing palette, select the ‘Railing’ button on
the left side and then the ‘Standard’ type button, this will cause the command to start.

Depending upon you Advance Steel Configuration, you will see the commands upon the Command line interface or
via the Dynamic contextual interface (or even both)
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This is the start of the railing, prompting the user to make an initial selection of the creation method at a primary
level.
Note: an interesting variation within the Graitec Tool, is the ability to select you input type, this can be just points,
lines as well as a beam element. This allows the tool to be very flexible, as in some situations the user does not need
the supporting object, it may be a reference Element within the model from external sources.
With this method noted above, at this point we should just step back and view the workflow of how best to
approach working with Railings within the powerpack, please exit the command by using the Escape key from your
keyboard.

Workflow and Adoption of the Railing tools
The railing tool is provided to work with constraints that the user inputs and using Section and material data, it will
aide with the modelling of the railing within the Advance Steel platform. It is a compliment to the user’s knowledge
to their local regional variations, how they would be meeting the standards required, so the user is driving this tool
to aide that standard detail of the Rail.
So with that in mind the approach should always have some guidance on how to set out the rail in the model, a few
basic lines to indicate the heights required relative the various setting out planes.
Therefore, some form of temp construction lines is recommended at particularly difficult transition points along the
rail.
The railing may not do everything you require, but remember it is not always necessary to remove the macro, as it
will work with standard tools of AS, such as features, so before you just remove it, try to leave it in place, unless you
cannot find a solution within the macro.
The aim of these tools is to do as much as possible within the framework of the macro, but it may not quite get there
with everything.
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Basics of the Standard Railing macro.
The macro can be used on the level or at and incline, that incline may be slope for a Ramp for a Stair flight, so first
let’s look at some the basis of the railing and terminology used.

Railing Heights.
These are typically the overall height of the rail to a given regulation standard, within the macro look out for the
different option to set the height of the top and middle rails, changing from system line to body edge etc.

Railing length and setting out.
Typically, a rail is given to a length, level, or slope variation, within that length there will be given centres that main
baluster posts can be position, this is typically coming from the design standards in combination of the physical
interaction with the hosting element.

Posts
Typically turned a baluster post, this is the main support element within a railing, which other elements connect too
or pass through.

Top handrail
This is the main section that is typically placed at the top part of a railing

Middle rails
These elements typically form the bottom, mid and shadow rails within a railing configuration, they can vary in
number a position. They can be continuous, separate sections and used to form panels via Fixing lugs.

Pickets (infill)
Typically, a section profile of varying size, but typically placed to comply with a spacing regulation, vertically between
mid-rails.

Infill panels
These can be of varying types from metal panel, glass panel, they can be framed or infrared. Fixture of these can be
via fixing lugs or use of supplier derived fixing lug.

Cap plates/end caps
Typically, a plate shaped to fit/ align with end of tubular section profile, alternatively this may be a supplier derived
part.

Base plate.
Typical providing the connection method to the host /supporting member, typically made from plate shaped and
formed to suit hole/connection pattern.

Fixings
These can be either bolts or anchors, typical defined by the user as specified.
In the next few steps, we will create a level railing using a line, but you could use the points on the line ends or model
a Steel beam if so require.
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Level Rail Section
For this part of the exercise, we will create a basics level (horizontal) railing section to shown some of the basic
operation of the macro interface.
Parameters: 4000mm long, 1100mm height. Start and end @ 500mm, Posts @ 1000 C/c
Required model: top rail and mid rails using flat bar and Square Hollow Sections for posts, square bar pickets (Infill)

Using the Railings palette and the standard railing button, select the command and the dialog prompt will appear at
the command line (or contextual), use the option ‘Select a Line’.
•
•
•
•

Command: _GRTCRailingStd Select input type [Points/Beams/Lines]: L
This is then followed by some additional prompts:
Select a line, polyline, or an arc: 1 found (Selected a line in the model)
Command:
o Select input objects (beams, plates, gratings) (In this instance we did not select any additional
objects.
o Select objects: None (Enter Return to move forward in the macro.)

•
•

Do you want to provide post base points? [Yes/No] <N>:N
Do you want to select a nosing point? [Yes/No] <N>:Y o Select nosing point: Select the indicated point in
the Sample file

The macro will then create a Railing as shown below, this is the default, we can now start to look at altering this to
create a basic rail as the user requires.
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Editing the Railing Dialog
Within the macro there are many options to adjust the rail, for this exercise we are going to focus upon a few basic
ones to achieve a simple level rail at this stage.

Posts
Within the next few sections, we will walk through some basics of the post setups.

Posts>Profile Section
In the dialog, go to the Tab called posts on the left side of the dialog, the first sub tab ‘Properties’, under this tab the
main view is shown for the posts ‘General properties’, within that dialog select the Profile and access the Drop-down
selection menu and browse to a ‘Square hollow section profile’ > change this to a suitable size and type, in this
example SHS 40x40x4

Posts>Positioning
Changing the Subtab to ‘Positioning’ than main dialog pane changes to shown where the user can alter the set out
and alignment of the posts within the railing, there are many combinations of these parameters, we will only walk
through some of them.
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The dialog is split into three main groups of options, the first one controls the main alignment and basis of the
distribution and how the distances are aligned, depending upon the railing type of Level, sloped, radial.

The second main grouping is related to how those parameters are applied within the segments of the railing, with
Parameters to indicate the required dimensions and methods of spacing.

The final panel is to allow the user to create an offset within the railing to the primary location.

Posts>Post Alignment
Within this panel, the user can control the relative alignment to the source object/points, also its offset and how the
posts are distributed within the overall railing arrangement, this is combined with the distribution set out distances,
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for sloped they can be along the slope or horizontal, on Radial by distance or angle. For this example, we are only
using a basic Horizontal Rail with on Segment.
For this example, we can leave the settings as defaults.

Tip: is using multi-segments, consider setting to by segment to allow control over individual posts within those
segments.

Posts>Post distribution
Within this panel, the user can control the setting out of the posts, for this example we only have Horizontal and one
segment, but the dialog allows via the Tree Branching to control multiple segments of the rail.
In this instance we have adjusted the Start and end offset values to move those post to the required setting out
(500mm).

Control of the posts.
After the start and end are set, the user can then control the placement of the posts inside those end posts, by
default the ‘By Max. Distance’ is set, this means the posts centres will not exceed this value, the number of posts is
calculated to fill the gap evenly.
Changing to ‘By Number’ then the cell/fields changes, and the number becomes active, and the user can change this
should they so require.
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For this example, we are leaving it to By Max distance and the posts are placed at 1000mm Centres.
Tip: if creating a rail with multiple segments, sometimes no post is required within a short segment, selecting that
segment from the Tree branch, and setting to ‘By number’, entering ‘0’ in dialog field, there will be no post in the
segment.

Posts>Post Linear Offset
This panel is a table input with ability to make entry into the Offset Cell of the table to control the localised offset of
each post within the rail, this make an additional offset to its primary setting out that was determined under the
main Distribution dialog previous mentioned.

Tip: using a negative value ( -200mm), will offset the post in the reverse direction from the primary location.

Handrails
The Handrails and middle rails are controlled within this segment of the macro dialog, there are several sub tabs and
multiple options, again we will walk though some of them to achieve a basic rail arrangement.
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From the image above we will now change the settings in the dialog to create the various rails and infill to match the
dimensions shown.

Handrails>Top Handrail
Selecting the Sub tab to Top handrail, the dialog is split into three main panel each controlling aspects of the macro
with the various field/cell entry or user selection type.
Create Handrail
The user can now access the properties of the section, via the drop-down selection dialog, this is the same method
used for the posts and is common within the overall dialog.
For this instance, we are changing this to a ‘Flat bar type 50x10mm’

Tip: The ‘Create Handrail’ Check box, typically this is set so the rail creates the top rail, the main handrail, but should
the user not require this then, it can be unchecked, and the top rail is turned off. Useful when combined with
options for post lugs and separate panels to create a Fencing panel arrangement.
Definition
Within this panel the user can determine the position of the Handrail element to the required reference height of
the railing. This is combined with the Reference heights for both horizontal and Sloped rail segments, in this instance
we are looking at the horizontal only. Also, option to offset segments sideways.
With the dialog one important setting is the ‘Top Reference’, the Default of Systemline, typically places the rail
height to the neutral Axis of the System line of the element.
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For this example, we will change this to the option of ‘Outer Edge’, this will move the Flat elements top face
downward to match the Rail height defined within the Dialog field (1100mm)

Note: The split run type, this allows the splitting of long rail lengths into separate panels, with the user remaining
within the macro. This will be expended upon later within this Guide.

Handrails>Middle Rails
Now Turing to the middle rails, the user can see a different dialog arrangement, with some sub tabs within the main
pane of the dialog, these again are used to control the various aspects of the properties required for middle rails, we
walk through these in the next few sections.
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Middle Rails >Positioning tab
Starting with this tab for this example we will change the ‘No. of Middle Handrails’ via the dialog field to ‘2’ Number.

There are other options to offset the middle rails to the side from their primary position, which is centred upon the
rail post by default.
The Second panel within this tab is related to the positioning of the rails vertically with in the rail setup, we can
adjust at this point, but also the user can return to this dialog tab, after setting the middle rail profiles.
For this exercise, just change the sub tab to ‘Properties’ and then change the profile to a 40x10 Flat, this just make is
easier to see the vertical position of the rails, when adjusting the macro.

With that in place, then return to the Positioning Tab and the distance Reference settings.
Middle Rails >Positioning tab>Distance Reference
Going to the ‘Distance reference’, there are a series of Drop-down dialogs, by selecting the combination of these the
sue can set their preferences. For the Alignment in this instance, we will use the Vertical setting types and set out
from the bottom.
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Tip: the ‘align’ type are typically used one sloped rail sections.
Middle Rail>Positioning tab>Distance Type>Profile alignment
As we saw with the Top Handrail, we have the same function here, to alter the alignment of the Middle rail body to
the dimensional Constraint, for this exercise we will set it to ‘Outer Edge’.

Middle Rails >Positioning tab>Distance Type
The distance Type is controlling the spacing between the rails, either by intermediate or a cumulative dimensional
input via the Field Cell entry, controlled again via a Drop down to set the type first.

Middle Rails>Positioning> distance Settings table.
The table entry allows the users to set the various dimensional values based upon the settings from previous
dropdowns.
Tip: if the Rail segment is on the level horizontal the slope cells are inactive, only becoming active if there is a segment
within the Railing of a sloped definition.

In the above tab the Rail No 1 line is relative to what many would term the bottom rail, for this exercise adjusted to
100mm. The Rail No 2 line is referring to the middle rail under the Top rail in this arrangement, sometimes termed
the shadow rail, for this distance we are using in combination with the Distance Type setting of ‘Intermediate’ and
Distance Reference of ‘Outer Edge’, so the figure is value considering the Rail section thickness.
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Note: The Heights of the middle rails are linked to the Nosing point, note to the baseline, this is because at the start
we used Nosing point as reference for Heights.
Tip: Same distance between middle rails, if the user is creating a railing with many horizontal/sloping middle rails and
wishing to ensure an Equal spacing then check this dialog to achieve that.
Middle handrail >Properties tab
Returning to the properties tab of the Middle rail, we can now take a closer look as how this tab is displayed, and the
functions contained within.
Properties > Handrail> Tree Structure of the dialog
Within the Dialog, you will see that we make use of the Tree Structure to the Handrailing Elements, in this instance
we have two of these, Rail 1, Rail 2, if the user selects Handrail, the changes made will be influenced into both
Rail 1 and 2. If the user selected down a level in the Tree branch, it will only affect the Rail within that branch of
the macro dialog.
To see this within the Current exercise, select the Rail 1 and then go to the ‘Profile’ and change the ‘Section profile’
to a 30x10 flat bar.
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If the user then toggles between Rail 1 and 2, they can see the difference in the dialog and within the model itself.
Tip: When setting the profile section, have the Tree Set to Handrail, this way everything filters down into all
branches first. The user can then select a branch and change just that one required.
Middle Handrail > Split Tab
Within the dialog, there is a Split Tab, within this tab the user can choose to split the middle rails up in conjunction
with the Top Handrail, this can be used to make the rail into a series of fabricable panels and allow for installation on
site. for this example, we will not be using this option.
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Handrails > Middle Handrails – turn off end elements
To turn off the middle rail elements that project beyond the first and last posts, the option for this is not found
within the middle Handrail part of the dialog, the user must go to the ‘Ending’ tab, within that select the Middle Rail
and sub tab start or end in only required for one end, then select the Reference drop down and change this to
From post, rather than From Endpoint.

Handrails>other sub tabs
Within the Handrail dialog tab, there are several other sub tabs and multiple options and configurations, for this
exercise we will not explore them at this point of the document.
There are options for Kickrail, Ending Type, Ending, Caps, these allow the user to cover many different variations to
the railing construction.
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Infill Tab
Within this tab there are several options that cover infill panels, pickets, and framing arrangements, for this example
we will focus upon Pickets, but later expand in the document specific section over other infill types.

Infill> Type Tab
This is the entry tab for this section of the macro, using the drop-down selection the user can select between Pickets
and Panels arrangement types, these then enable other sub options within the macro tab.

Selecting pickets from the drop down enable the properties tab for picket options.

Infill>Picket>Properties
Selecting the properties tab the user can now see the panel change upon the right of the dialog, with two sub-tabs,
defaulting to the ‘General Tab’.
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Pickets>Properties> General Tab
Within this Tab we again can see a series of sections relating to the profile selection and the distribution and items
relating to option to extend the pickets into Start and end zones of the railing section.

Profile section.
The first part is the profile selection, again same as previous options we have seen, for this example select and set
this to 10mm round bar.

Rotation we will not adjust within this
exercise.
Distance Definition
This relates to how the spacing measurement is set, although in the level configuration seen here, there is no
difference, when using a sloped rail, the Aligned option will make the spacings measurements run along slope of
the railing, for Straight, they are seen in the horizontal direction.

For this exercise we will set to ‘Straight’.
Distance Reference.
This setting controls how the Spacing of the infill is determined, between the bars (Gap) or based upon the system
line (C/C)

For this example, we will set to ‘Outer Edge’
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Picket distribution
This is the main part of the dialog that has the most influence on the picket creation and distribution, with the
Default calculation method, the way the macro places the pickets, it works out an even/equal spacing between the
main baluster posts, so all gaps/distance are the same, relative to the maximum centre required.
Calculation method/Maximum Distance/Distance from post
For this part of the macro there is a drop-down selection dialog for Identical spacings (Default) and for Custom
settings. The default will set all spacing the same, the Custom will allow the user to set the end distances different
to the main series of gaps/spacings.
Example of Custom Settings:

Returning to the identical Setting for the calculation method the user need only set the maximum distance field, he
Distance from posts is now grey as it forms part of the identical calculation. For this exercise we will set this to
100mm for the gap, based upon the fact we set the ‘Distrib Reference’ to ‘outer edge’ also:
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Note: Within the dialog the user will note a Mini Tree dialog that allows for the branching between the Straight and
Bent (Curved) Rails set outs, for radial section this will become active and have some different set out options.

Create pickets for rail start and end sections.
Within the dialog the user will see two options towards the lower part of the dialog pane, these are to enable pickets
within the zones of the rails, within this exercise, the placement is quite simple, but in more complex configuration,
the picket will also populate using this check box settings.
Enabling the check box, the pickets are then created based upon the maximum spacing rules, but also there is an
additional option to control the start offset from the rail end, this becomes active during this activation.
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Entering value in this field cell will alter the start and spacings between the rails, also recalculating the number of
bars required. for this exercise enter 50mm in the dialog.

Picket/infill Connections
Changing to the Connection sub tab the user will see a dialog that controls how the picket element interacts with the
supporting middle rails and controls the weld type and location. To expand upon that, there are options under the
connection type on how the picket is cut too or into the supporting middle rail, this is combined with the align option
as well.
For this exercise we will leave this as Aligned.
Also, this tab covers the welded used on the pickets, the size and location, by default set to shop for location and size
is 3mm. Leave them set to this for the exercise.
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Post Connections
The railing macro has a series of post type connections that are available depending upon the initial alignment of the
rail, set under the posts, the range is from a simple baseplate to side fitting arrangements for direct bolted via face
plate or with extending tab plate, to sleeved. For this exercise we will focus upon a simple base plate type, fixing use
to top alignment.

Post connection> Connection Type
Selecting the plate type connection, will then set the connection definition parameters for the user to enter as
required.

Post Connection>Connection Definitions
The connections Definition tab also has a series of embedded sub tabs controlling various options and parameters
associated with the connection creation. For this exercise we will focus upon a rectangular plate arrangement.

Connection Definitions > Plate Type
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The plate type is a drop-down selection menu and covers circular, triangular and Rectangular(default). This sets the
basic form of the plate.

For this exercise we will remain on the rectangular option.

Connection Definitions > Plate Thickness
This field cell entry type allows the user to define the plate to standard thickness available within Advance Steel, for
this we will set to 10mm

Connection Definitions> Post cut alignment
Option here again from a drop-down type of selection of Aligned or Straight. Straight will give a horizontal cut on a
sloping rail if required. for this we will remain set at aligned.

Connection Definitions> Plate Sub tab
This is first sub tab that user is presented with when using the connection type that requires a plate, within this
dialog the user can set the plate size parameters, corner shaping and weld conditions.

Again, in this plate tab, the user will see the use of the Tree Structure to the macro to control the Segments within
the overall rail, for this example we only have one, but there could be several within a rail.
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This structure to the macro allows for each segment to have different base plate configurations, if required.
The parameters shown are entered via the cell fields within the dialog and there is a reference image to help the
user, these are self-explanatory but let’s just walk through them:
•
•
•
•

Length (L): the overall plate length parallel to the Railing line.
Width (W): the overall width of the plate perpendicular to the railing line.
Radius (R): this used when circular plates are selected as the option type.
Along offset (dx1): this will move the plate along the Rail line in the direction of the length Variable, +/option.

•

Across offset (dx2): this will move the plate across the Rail line in the width direction, +/- option.

•

Chamfer: Type is controlled via a Drop=down type selection, Straight /Convex options, with cell field for the
measurement/Radius.

Tip: using the Along offset moves both plate and connectors (bolts/Anchors) together.
In the next part of the dialog there is the Post extension Field, this becomes active when the user is using a side face
type fixing, controlling the extension below the railing base line.

The final pane of the dialog is related to the Weld size and Type and works to the same method as previously
described within this guide, for this it controls the weld detail to the post to base plate only.
For this exercise, lets set the following:
•
•

Length: 200mm
Width: 120mm
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•

Chamfer: Convex with Radius 20mm

Connection Definitions>Connections Sub tab
The connectors tab is allowing the user via several options to select the type of connector and then its type and size,
along with control of hole clearance and if a Weld type the parameters for that also.

We see the Tree Structure within the Dialog, that would control the branching of the different segments if so, found
within the macro.
Tip: have Tree Set to All Segments to apply to the railing, then adjust within the segments if required to be different.
Connector Type
The type of connector available to the user is controlled by the drop-down selector, the user will have options for
Bolts/Anchors/Welds.

Tip: There is an option for Holes only, this is found under the holes tab.
Connector parameters
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Within the dialog pane, we can see the connector parameters, these are linked to the standard Advance Steel
connector parameters, so selecting bolt will display bolt parameters, anchors is slightly different presentation of
options available.
The parameters are accessed through a series of drop-down selection menus, accessing the database for Bolt and
anchor types.
There is control for the hole tolerance as well, via a cell field.

For this Exercise, adjust to a 12.00mm size.
The lower pane of the dialog is related to weld size and type, this Weld is active when the user selects ‘Weld’, as a
connector. The weld is between the base plate and the supporting element (Beam/plate)

Connection Definitions>Positioning Sub tab
This sub tab is where the user can adjust the number of connectors, also controlling the dimensions for the selected
connector and plate pattern.

The common theme of the Tree interface for the various segments is present, along with a series of parameter
settings via Cell fields for the user to enter required configurations.
The first pane of the tab is related to the number of rows and columns and their dimensions between connectors,
also there is a Radius dialog for circular plate types.
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•
•
•
•

No of Rows (n1): this is the number of connectors across the plate (perpendicular to the rail line)
No of Columns (n2): this is the number of connectors along the plate (parallel to the rail line)
Distances between rows (d1): this relates to rows, distance from central point perpendicular to the rail line.
Distances between Columns (d2): this relates to columns, distance from central point Parallel to the rail
line.

For this exercise adjust the row distance to 60mm and the column distance to 140mm.

The lower pane in the dialog is related to the control of the offsets to connectors within the plate, there are Cell
fields there to allow for Row, column, and radial offset. (Note Radial is only active, when circular selected.)

Tip: the offsets for rows and columns move the connectors within the plate, to move the plate and the connectors use
the offsets mentioned the plate tab.

Connection Definitions>Holes Sub tab
This is the last tab within the Connection definition series, within this tab the user can activate, for ‘Holes’ only
option for the base plate type, so no connectors are present, just a plain hole of a user determined size.
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Again, the tree dialog structure is present for the rail segments as previously described.
Activation of the Holes only is required via the Checking of the Check box, under Create only Holes.
When this is active then the other parameters and options become available to the user to enter and change as
required.

•

Hole Type: Drop-down selection for Round/Slotted
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•

Hole Diameter: controls the overall size of the hole, there is no tolerance used here, as no bolt/anchor is
present.

•
•
•

Slot length: Activated when slotted type used, is the overall length of the slot form.
Slot Direction: Active when slotted holes used, changes the direction within the plate. Horizontal/Vertical.
Create Galvanised holes: activated via check box, allows placement of additional hole relative to the post
element for galvanised drainage.

•

Galvanized hole tolerance: tolerance value for that hole type.

For this exercise we will not activate, but it is an important user option, so it is good to reference it within the
context of a rail.

Finished level Rail section
Having walked through the basis of the railing, covering the key areas, the user should now have a Basic level rail
section as shown below:

Along the way, the user will have noted many other options and variables, these will be reference in associated
Guide documents to stairs and railings.
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Railing – Sloping Variations
Using the railing in a sloping condition, for either a Ramp or a Stair application has and influence upon some of the
variables within the dialogs seen within the macro, within this section we focus upon those changes seen by using a
basic slop rail using a creation from line method to highlight them.

Using the basis of the same type of railing construction, but this time we set out the same horizontal centres, but at a
sloping pitch of 35 Degrees.

Setting out - sloping (Incline) rail
For this example, we have set the offsets to be parallel to the slope for what will be a Gaps under the handrail and to
the base slope line, this is done to show the options for creating the middle rails and infill relative to a slopped rail.
The perpendicular Height of the rail is also shown, this is to a given value, but determined by user and regional
regulation standards, as are gap distances.
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Creating the sloped rail
The initial principles are the same as creating a level rail, in this example we use a base line at an incline and then
enter the dialog of the macro and adjust the parameters as required.
Starting with the Standard Railing tool, then select the line and set a nosing point if required, in this case we are
making it the same as the start of the incline line for simplicity, or the user can not select.

This initial view will show too many posts and the rail at a different height than we require, the next steps is to
explore the dialog and alter the various options to achieve the desired railing configuration.
Sections selection
For this we will match the previous sections used for the railing elements, the process to change these is the same as
previously described under the level railing.:
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•
•
•
•

Posts: SHS 40x40x4
Top handrail: 50x10 flat
Middle Rails: 40x10 for shadow rail, 30x10 for bottom rail
Infill/ pickets: 10mm round.

Posts> Positioning
To control the post Setout, go to post positing and change the Distance Definition to ‘Projected Horizontal’

Also, whilst in that tab adjust the start and end values to 500mm, this will then adjust the post number to 4 and with
the Horizontal alignment set, the posts are now aligned to the indicative setting out details.

Handrails>Top Handrails
Under this dialog tab, adjust the following:
•

Top Reference, set to ‘Outer Edge’
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•

Rail Height on Sloped, set drop down to ‘Custom’ value and enter 900mm in the cell field next to the drop
down.

Handrails>Middle Handrails
In this dialog, adjust the following:
•
•

No of Middle handrails: Change this to ‘2’ No.
Distance Reference: Set first drop-down to ‘From bottom Aligned’ and second drop-down to ‘Outer Edge’

With this the user will then notice that the Dist. on sloped fields have become active in the table below, also there
are now setting out perpendicular to the Sloped base line of the rail.
•

Distance on slope fields, enter for Rail no 1 = 100mm, Rail no 2 = 507.24

Tip: when using railing with the aligned setting out, it is good practice to create some construction lines, to obtain
the correct setting out measurement for this middle segment spacing. Typically, a standard practice is to control
maximum gaps within railings, so the top and bottom are easy to create.
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Note: middle rails change to required section profile, under the properties tab, these we set as mentioned previously
in document.

Handrail Connections>Middle Handrail to post
The user may wish to cut the end of the middle rails Square, typically a saw cut, so the rail is not spayed cut to
match the post angle, to do this in the macro, go to the Handrail Connections>Middle Handrail to post connection
and look for the Use Bevel cut on Slope and uncheck the checkbox. For the check box to be active, the
Connection type needs to be set to ‘Aligned’

Infill
The operation of the infill is the same as previously described under the level railing, but with one additional option
that should be considered, that affects the post distribution.
Under the Profile pane of the dialog, the Dist. Definition has a drop-down selector, this should be changed to
‘Straight’ when the railing has an incline/sloped segment.
Reasoning is that when set to straight the measurements are in the horizontal direction, so the gap is measured
typically in that direction, so this allows the maximum Spacing between the pickets and reduces the number
required.
When using Aligned, the measurement is taken along the pitch line of the Railing, so this will reduce the horizontal
gap, but increase the number of pickets needed.
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Either method will not Exceed the constraint set for the maximum distance.

The user can enable the star and end panels as we saw with the level panel set up.

Post connections
For the post connections staying with the base plate type rectangular and set to a top alignment, as we did with the
level railing, there is one options that can come into plate in a sloping arrangement. under the plate sub tab>Along
offset (dx1) Adjust the cell value to 20mm and the plate and bolts will move upward along the slope from the Central
post position.

Tip: this can be useful to move those connections directly under the bottom rail and to tight to the post, thus allowing
easier access to the bolt head/Nut for installation.
With these adjustments a basic sloped railing panel is created with a picket infill, this is only one variation of the
railing content to show the basis of the railing tool, there are many other possibilities within the dialog configuration.
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Combining Horizontal and Sloping railing elements into one Railing Arrangement
Building upon the previous sections of the Guide where we created horizontal panel and Sloping panels, these can be
combined into one railing covering both with a Change in direction feature at the transition of the two types. Below
we walk thought this based upon only showing the dialogs to change to create the rail arrangement.

Creating the panel
1.
2.
3.
6.
7.
8.

Select Standard Railing macro.
Select by line method
Select the incline and horizontal lines 4. Skip the object connected to selection 5. Skip post base points.
Select nosing point.
Dialog opens
First step – go and change all the sections to what you require.
a. Posts
b. Top handrail

c. Middle rails sub tab
i. Properties side tab (Setting number of mid rails in process.) 9.
Back to posts and set the setting out arrangement.
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a. Positioning sub tab
b. Post distribution – set to by total length for this example (you can use by segment also, works just as
well)
c. Distance definition set to projected (Horizontal) - everything is now in the Horizontal plane for the
post centres.
d. Post distribution Zone
i. Start offset set to 500mm
ii. End offset set to 500mm
iii. Spacing – leave at by max distance iv. Max spacing leave at 1000mm
10. Change to handrails
a. Top handrail sub tab
i. Properties side tab
1. Top Reference – change to outer edge
2. Rail on slop change to custom and enter 900 in dialog field b.
Middle Rail sub tab
i. Positioning sub tab
1. Change distance reference to ‘From bottom aligned, combined with outer edge.
2. Distance table change values for:
a. Dist. on Straight 1 = 100mm 2 =
870mm
b. Dist. on Slope 1 = 100mm 2 =
507.24mm 11. Change to Infill Tab
a. Under sub tab ‘Type’ set infill to pickets
b. Change to sub tab Properties.
c. Select side tab General and set profile to RD 10 bar
d. Picket distribution panel, Change maximum distance to 100mm
e. Create picket at railing Start and End Check boxes- select and enable these.
f. Change offsets values to 50mm.
12. Change to post connections
a. Connection type sub tab, select the top plate with bolts type from radio button.
i. Set plate type to rectangular
ii. Set plate thickness to 10mm
b. Plate side tab
i. Tree- leave set to All segments
1. Change length to 200mm
2. Change width to 120mm
3. Chamber Set to Convex and size 20mm
c. Connection side tab
i. Remain in All segments in the tree
1. Change diameter to 12mm
d. Positioning Side tab
i. Change distance between rows to 60mm
ii. Change distance between columns to 140mm
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e. Return to the plate- side tab
i. Check the tree branch and change to Segment 1, by selecting that branch
1. Change along offset dx1 to 30mm. (Plate and bolts move in slope segment.)
This completes the rail using the previous details that we have shown, top and middle rails with picket infill and base
plates enabled on both segments.

Defining the Transition between horizontal and sloping
The user will not see one complete rail with a new intersection at the change from slope to level sections, the macro
will create a standard Transition at this intersection, but the user can choose to have a different arrangement if they
so require.
The Default for this is a Mitre arrangement between the segments, it is controlled under the Handrail connections,
within the Sub tab of Handrail to Handrail, with details and parameters set within the side tabs of General and welds,
again using the Tree to control each joint type for each rail element.
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Again, using the Tree Dialog, we can set the Connection type for all the rails elements within the railing, set the Tree
to ‘Corner 1’ and then set the connection type to ‘Bent’ and with these changes the rail macro with now introduce a
series of formed segments with a radius and a short straight section either side to the Rails elements.

There are other types available within the dialog, Elbow, Swanneck, these can be set for each part of the rail and the
dialogs change dependent upon the type selected.

Handrail to Handrail > Swanneck Type.
Changing to the swanneck type for the top rail and the middle rail level 2, we can then set the parameters for that
joint type. For the swanneck the joint main parameter is an height adjustment, this change the height between the
segments at the change point, but can be used to control the gap between the rails, to maintain specific standards
required. See below with some simple setting out the accurate figure can be achieved for the dialog.
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Setting these for the top rail first then setting the top middle rail and leaving the middle- bottom position set to
mitre the user can achieve a different transition at this junction of the railing segments.
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Review
Within this guide we have walked through some of the basics to using the Graitec Standard Railing to create a simple
railing with some picket infill, there are many sub options available within the dialogs show here, producing many
different types of railing arrangements.
Please reference to other help and resources on the Graitec Advantages website and YouTube videos and the
onboard help of the Graitec powerpack.
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